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Key Messages from presenters: 
Jim – Regina Treaty 4 – Kineosology – Fast things change in prairies – tallest people in the world, 
high protein, low fat diet.  – Rupert’s land purchase – in 20 years with settlers, TB FN diseased with it.  
1876 – Treaty 6 fort Carleton, Cf Beardy – concerned about future of bison – if bison disappear what 
would happen.  We don’t want to die like dogs.  We need your promise that you will assist us in times 
of famine.  Responded by saying that if their was a national crisis they agreed to assist.  1878 bison 
disappeared forever – shutting down whiskey trade RCMP ft Benton source of food – 1878 – National 
policy – served min of ind affairs.  Primary directive of gov’t was to build railroad and used food as a 
weapon to fulfil their agenda.  Forced to move away from Indian settlements.  People were starved 
into taken up those lands (Reserves).  People were controlled through the holding of rations.  Food 
rotted as they were being stored because that was how stingy they were to the Indians.  Indians had 
to provide proof of starvations.  Several hundred of people died of starvation.  People were so 
malnourished for so long that TB outbreak.  Fast forward 100-130 years later we still have that food 
deficit.  Increased 20% because rent has skyrocketed.  Fn Haven’t had a secure food supply since 
100-130 years ago. 
Adrian Lickers – run a program called our sustenance.  Community driven food program.  Their was 
no label no sovereignty suggestion just people saying we want a food source.  We don’t have a 
grocery story just a variety of convenience stores. Community requested farmers market, community 
garden expanded space and workshops.  In 4 years program has been striving to include culture 
within that system.  What they see in Food Bank, is not what community needs.  Dietary needs.  
Program has pushed to provide dietary needed foods through good food box program.  Minorty 
success.  Access to farmer’s food market.  Parnerships with Ontario Woks.  How to teach them to 
grow food and cook and eat them.  Mom runs their greenhouse. Salad in a bag program.  $3 buy a 
bag and fill it with what every is in GH.  Tomoates, cucumbers etc.  2-3 people have access to cost 
affordable food and good quality food.  Social Meeting of Inclusion and sharing items and information.  
Early morning garden shop.  Charge a fee to house items to be for sale.  Done it in such a way to 
include culture.  Ceremonies, longhouses, calendar year around the land.  Its about understanding 
that we lived off the land once away.  The foods that sustain us.  Corn and squash, beans.  Three 
sisters.  Protects lands so that moisture stays.  Helping people to relearn that and allowing them to 
show their own ability to do something about the issues of food security.  Learned that in community 
desire to have wholistic view of food.  Where does it come from?  Still having issues that I have no 
food and I need it.  Teach how to grow bananas, canning preserving freezing methods.  Without 
having a lot of extra work.  When they found out how easy it was to preserve vergetable like freezing 
they found it a lot more tolerable?  Attempting to bring culture and remind people that these were 
things that we did once.  We need to take time to listen and learn. 
Leann Simpson – Mississauga – north shore of lake Ontario.  Writer academics indigenous 
resurgence.  Land is very important to her work.  Food sovereignty. Self determination freedom and 
ability to live as anishnabe people in our homeland.  Vision starts in mothers womb.  Need Water is 
clean, food is clean.  That’s food sovereignty in beginning.  Then breast feeding.  Then how people 
live on land wild rice in fall, deer hunting ice fishing fishing all year, sugar bush our plants.  My family 
copes with everyday.  Toronto gets in the way of my food sovereignty, a whole bunch of things to 



considers, agriculture.  1st story – Maple syrup and maple sugar – Kwesesns – girl walking in bush, its 
spring, lake opening up feeling first warmth of spring I am happy – mother out walking collecting 
firewood for her dodum – sitting under maple tree – looks up and sees a squirrel. I hope that you have 
had a good winter – nibbling on bark and doing a little suckling so kwesens does it too.  Mmmm this 
stuff tastses good its real sweet water.  Then she makes a little hole and abucket to collect that sweet 
water and brings it home.  Mother says where did you get it, did you leave tobacco. Where’s the 
firewood.  Believes her story.  Lets cook it tonight.  So it became sweeter.  Kwesens brings women 
from community to the tree and shows them how she was shown how she found the sweet water.  But 
she wasn’t able to duplicate it.  But they still believe her and realize that it is available during a certain 
season.  They learned how to cook it and they were thank ful to Kwesens and squirrel and tree and 
the season.  One of her favourtite stories.  Love compassion understanding joy.  She reflects what this 
story means to her.  My experience from kindergarten to graduate school was not respective to her 
Anishnabe culture but for Kwesens she already has the connection to her world from an Anishnabe 
context.  What if Kwesens had no access to her sugar bush because of colonialism.  Violence 
prevented her family from believing her.  Settler taught to believe adults more than children.  
Educational context of having an open hard is seen as a liablilty.  What if she hadn’t been on the land.  
What if Kwesens was missing or murdered or was in a culture that doesn’t listen to girls.  Sometimes 
faced as an activist with this question, what do you want.  I want my gread children to have connection 
to land, live in joy,, live without fear because they have respect and joy, clean environment and 
connections to community nation.  Cherished by Canada no matter what their race skin colour.  I want 
them to live as anishnabe in homeland without racism.  Ecology of intimacy.  Connectivity to the love 
we have for the land.  Based on idea that earth is our first mother.  Give up what we can to support the 
sustainability of our homelands.  This is what our ancestors believed when they negotiated the 
treaties.  A space where we could live as anishnabe.  This is what they wanted for us.  Ancient spine 
of our existence. 
Larry McDerment – Chi Miigwetch to Micmac to allow us to come together.  This workshop just 
defining food sovereign could take up workshop very quickly.  But indigenous women on our board.  
Defines reconciliation as becoming friend again.  Food Security -Gathering food in  a way that makes 
our indigenous cultures become alive and continue our responsibility to mother earth.  Story about 
William Commanda – Went to earth summit 91/92.  The 3 figure wampum belt has 3 figures, human, 
French, English, indigenous peoples.  Early in 1700’s.  Understandingof our relationship to our land to 
one another, respectful relationships, relationship with understanding that our beliefs were not 
imposed on one another.  But we lost our ways not just in Canada but throughout the world.  Crisis 
point, norwegioan pm Earl Brundtland, Our sustainable future led to eath summit.  We had a sacred 
fire every morning, met separately, went to 1-2 am.  1-2 hours a night of sleep.  Two circles came 
together sunrise pipe ceremony that we actually interacted.  1000 first day 2000 second day.  When 
we share cultures then reconciliation is possible.  Not thorugh politics, there is just something special 
about sharing in the ceremonies.  Appetite for material possessions, contamination of the land, air, 
water jeopardizes all of our children not matter what culture.  Commanda uranium protest.  Said Larry 
it’s a responsibility of all that share the gifts of the land.  Its in that spirit that I sit here.  Its important 
step towards reconciliation.  Sow wild rice at this time of year.  Its amazing how successful that has 
been and how important that is.  As he was hunting, deer was watching him.  Heats home with wood 
so in looking for firewood he takes the cavity infested, and thinks about all the other creatures in 
forest.  All my relations is referred to other creatures as well.  Back to earth summit, one of methods 
for respecting resources was indigenous traditional knowledge.  So knowledge is celebrated within 
nation but is shared with web of life.  All of creation.  His responsibility to do it and that is why 
indigenous people were in the centre of the wampum belt.  Many Indigenous people have been 
practicing and refinging that knowledge.  Draw from sources of intelligence and when limited decision 
are made based on what they have.  That is how sustainability is met.  Empathy is a temporary 
medicine to ensure that sustainability is met for all.  Practicing our culture and celebrating with all our 
relations is critical to everyone.  Help to develop that understand and place a value on that knowledge.  
Then I think of our chances of living sustainably are greater.  Open it up to everyone here. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Discussion Highlights 
 
 
Question:  Thank you for sharing.  Not knowing how to become friends again and not knowing how to 
do that.  Try to surround my own life with the same priniciples and values.  To be able to find some 
way of honouring those principles without coming form a settler perspective I would like to find some 
way of doing that.   How can we bridge a relationship with Indigenous.  How do we achieve 
reconciliation? 
Answer:  I can tellyou that for our program, lead by example in your communities.  When you have 
stories to share don’t hold them in.  People who are workingon the land, share your stories.  If it is 
about making a friend, make a friend.  Was in Alberta, lawyer in crowd, said I feellike I have been 
kicked in guts.  When he went to his family’s farm he found a lot of artifacts, arrowheads and he 
started making the connections of the honest history of what happened.  Bread basket of world.  A 
system built within that .  In challenging the settler situation, learning about honest history opens a few 
doors to reconciliation.  Decolonization not necessarily reconciliation.  Because Anishnabe are a target 
designed to remove from land and distance from culture and teachings.  Unlearning racism and 
decolonize their ways.  And learn how we are going to learn together and learn how to respect each 
other.  Re have to relearn how to not be racist before reconciliation.  Talking about land in an honest 
way. 
Question:  United Church of Canada – Gary – Operate organic farm near the saugneeng fn – have 
wanted to do something with aboriginal and sharing topics but not sure how to go about that?  Need 
guidance. 
Answer – Do you have any friends?  Create partnerships with community – Decide which partnerships 
work best.  But ask advice and be willing to be honest and say I have no idea.  Trust is an issue.  
Access services and be mindful of trust issue.  Well you know us now.  Standing up and saying that 
was a courageous thing to do and starting these conversations is a good way to start in a way that is 
reciprocal.  Came to conclusion because of wild rice and where it needs to grow we had to reach out 
to others and develop partnerships but it was challenging.  Hair pulling.  Ignorance approached with 
patience and education.  Start small and building those relationships.  Creating platforms to start 
discussions and start with food.  Celebrate food. 
Question:  Rspond as a experienced person that is trying to build bridges.  We have to be courageous 
and patient in sitting uncomfortable and we just have to keep going.  We just have to start doing it.  
Kathleen Kneen has helped her through Food Secure.  Has made sure that Indigenous issues are 
interwoven with Food Secure.  She is ill and invited everyone to join in honouring her and sending 
prayers through ceremony to wish her a well recovery. 
Question – Share with you as an indigenous person what impact that we’ve had in caribou 2nd year – 
we have to rely on other indigenous foods and things like moose.  We would like to reconcile with our 
caribou. 
Question – Jackie Fletcher – Northern Ontario – very uncomfortable for me to attend residential school 
but I went through it and learned from it in understanding how the world works.  Sometimes we have 
to be uncomfortable to learn 
Question – All of this conservation is making her think about circle yesterday about having to walk in 
two world.  Im doing a master’s degree and I find it very challenging to work and walk in both worlds 
and being forced like Leanne was talking about to be torn and I thought that it was important that I 
share that right now.   
University of Saskatchewan – professor – im the typical professor who spends 60 hours a wekk dong 
job and I want to be able to help indigenous people.  Here to get some ideas.  Most important idea is 
to make a friend. 
Food Sovereingty and Food Justice – Colonialism needs to be dismantled.  We need to dig much 
deeper.  Learning from our indigenous brothers and sisters.  This network is a really special network to 
create space for us to build relationships together. 



Villagers magazine – Indigenous artists came together during the African food drought.  Exchange of 
wampum belts with the Lisutu people.  All of us coming together to work on issues of food security. 
William Commanda – to deal with issues of mother earth we need to come together with one mind one 
heart one vision.  


